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At the age of 23, and having
worked in various marketing
and advertising roles since
her A-levels, Sarah Ebockayuk
was keen to pursue a career in
business management. That’s
when she came across the twoyear Chartered Management
Degree Apprenticeship (CMDA).
The prospect of gaining a degree
from Pearson Business School,
Chartered Manager status and,
in this instance, paid experience
at the BBC was too good to resist.
Currently on a four-month placement
in the creative department at the BBC,
Ebockayuk’s daily responsibilities are
enviable: helping to create trails for
BBC One shows The Missing and
Ordinary Lies, assisting on editing
and audio sessions, managing
administration and checking over
creative content. “I even get to see
bits of dramas before everyone
else does.” Her next four-month
placement is in the BBC Radio 1 and
1Xtra marketing departments, and
Ebockayuk can’t wait to start. “I was
standing in Radio 1 the other day
and I saw Greg James and all these
famous people walking about – it’s
so weird!”

Sarah Ebockayuk
IT’S NOT EVERY DAY YOU BUMP INTO BBC RADIO 1 DJs
AND GET TICKETS TO STRICTLY COME DANCING. FOR
SARAH EBOCKAYUK, THESE ARE PERKS OF WORKING
AS A PRODUCTION TEAM ASSISTANT AT THE BBC

Ebockayuk works four days a week
at the BBC and once a week at
university, so “finding a routine that
suits me is important”. In her spare
time, she is a music editor for the
online magazine GIGsoup. The
communications skills she’s gained
there have been invaluable for her
degree apprenticeship. “It’s given
me the confidence to speak to many
different types of people.”
Ebockayuk hopes to remain at
the BBC and create schemes to
encourage emerging artists, local
communities and young people into
the organisation. “It’s something that
the BBC does already, but it would be
great to see them go further.”
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OR CALL 0333 220 3145

